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ABSTRACT 
Application Development Systems are now recognized as viable 
.ternatives in the area of software development. Although the 
lea of a high productivity approach to application development 
; not new, it has only recently arrived as a force to help 
tercome the problems associated with conventional programming 
.'chniques. 
This proJect is intended to examine these types of systems and 
l see how successfully they tackle the problems associated with 
lftware productivity. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
Th~ predominant feature of the computer industry over 
decade has been the substantial advances made 1 n 
technology. The net result of this has been the 




However there is one maJor area of concern that is associated 
with these advancements and that is the cost of software. The 
capacity to design and implement programming systems has not been 
able to match the impressive results achieved in hardware 
technology. This is due to a combination of many factors, 
notably : 
(i) Systems design and programming is highly labour 
intensive and as such is directly related to the (ever 
increasing) cost of the people employed in the process. 
(ii) The relative cost of software against hardware has also 
risen dramatically hence necessitating the reduction in 
software prices. 
(iii) The inadequacy of existing development tools (i.e. 
procedural languages such as COBOL and PL/1) which are 
slow in terms of software productivity. 
Allied to this is the. situation where people without 
programming experience are completely familiar with an 
application but do not have the tools available to develop the 
application themselves. The time taken for an analyst to 
understand the requirements of the application and formulate a 
design specification adds substantially to the final cost of the 
application. 
These factors combine to form the problem of the 1 application 
backlog'- the demand for software is currently outstripping the 
available supply. 
To attack these problems that 
programming techniques are used, 
of : 
result when conventional 
there exist the alternatives 
(i) transfer as much responsibility as possible for the 
development of application(s) from the programmer to the 
end user. 
(ii) increase programmer productivity. 
To achieve the above goals a new range of tools and techniques 
have been developed that come under· the general heading of 
'Application Development SystemsJ. 
These types of products are not the only methods used to 
increase software productivity (and hence reduce software costs). 
Other approaches that are used and are successful include : 
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(i) Improve current methods of system development by 
structured programming techniques (i.e. Jackson 
Structured Programming). However even if non structured 
programming techniques were previously used1 there are 
figures that support a maximum possible increase in 
productivity of 25 percent[!]. 
(ii) Develop systems using the most powerful programming 
languages available. This includes the use of so called 
'fourth generation languages 1 where the exact detail of 
what is required does not need to be specified. For 
example a typical statement such as 1 
LIST STUDENT:ND STUDENT:NAME ADDRESS AGE 
will ·produce a report. However it is the systems 
responsibility for retrieving and displaying the data. 
(iii) Use software packages to provide the basis of the 
system. The classic example of this is IBM's Program 
for Airline Reservation System. This package has been 
successful because the requirements for handling airline 
reservations are virtually the same for all 
international airlines. Thus the basic a1m of these 
packages is to avoid the problem of 're-inventing the 
wheel'. Unfortunately it is often the case that there 
is no wheel available to re-invent. 
The use of packages may seem to be the most productive of the 
alternate solutions but there are generally severe limitations 
when using this type of product. 
If the environment of an organization is such that its system 
requirements are static then the purchase of an appropriate 
package will require little modification to install and no 
modification 1n the future. In this type of situation the 
productivity of an application package is higher than that which 
could be achieved using a development system. 
However it is often the case that system requirements vary 
from user to user and therefore when a package is purchased 
substantial modifications may be required in order for it to suit 
the users needs. Also a users requirements often change once a 
package has been installed. Maintaining the package can prove to 
be more expensive than the initial cost. Even worse is the 
situation where the vendors of the product refuse to perform 
modification on the system. In these cases the responsibility of 
maintaining the package lies with the user. 
Thus in terms of maintenance and flexibility~ (which 
qualities that should be provided by Development 




With the use of Application Development Systems, end users are 
now given-the ability to develop applications <although often in 
conJunction with an analyst). While some external design is 
still needed, it is nowhere as involved as that required with 
conventional programming techniques. 
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3; WHAT IS AN APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
Any tool that aids software development is too broad an answer 
to this question as this can include anything from compilers, 
interpreters to application packages (i.e. IBM's Airline 
Reservation System). 
A less abstract definition would be to consider these products 
as any file or data base oriented system that provides a series 
of high level facilities that aid system development. These 
'high level facilities' are non procedural and as such allow 
applications to be generated quickly. 
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4. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
The predominant area of use for these types of products is 1n 
the commercial world where the requirements are based on 
information retrieval plus the associated data manipulation (i.e. 
storage, modification and deletion of data). Moreover where the 
main method of viewing retrieved data is via reports (which is 
often the case in commercial institutions) then these products 
can really come into their own because of the facilities they 
provide for report generation. 
These types of development tools are available for a maJority 
of medium to large scale computer systems. 
However with the drop in hardware prices there is now a wide 
range of microcomputers available to a new type of user. 
Software development at this level is subJect to exactly the same 
productivity problems that are associated with mainframe systems. 
There is a finite range of applications that can be developed 
with these kinds of development system. For example large number 
crunching pieces of software (such as missile guidance systems) 
cannot be expressed in term~ of the facilities provided by 
development systems. Thus the only approach to develop this type 
of application is by using conventional programming techniques. 
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5. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of this proJect. with respect 
divided into 
to these system 
development products. can be the following 
sections 
(i) Find out what range (and type) or these products are 
available, especially at the lower end of the market. 
(ii) Decide on what features and facilities these types of 
products need to provide in order to fulfill the goals 
that these tools are designed for. That is to say -
'What is required to' : 
(a) improve programmer productivity 
(b) shift emphasis of application development from 
programmers to end users 
(iii) The previous obJective will provide information 
the qualities a system must possess in order for 
be a useful development aid. This will be used as 
basis for the evaluation of the products found in 
(iv) Summarize the results obtained from (iii) 
(v) Discuss what _future developments can be expected 







6. WHAT IS AVAILABLE 
At the present time there is a wide range of products that 
come unde~ the heading of Application Development Systems. There 
are two ends of the market that need to be considered with regard 
to these types of tools. 
( i ) Those systems developed for use in a mainframe 
environment. Almost all of these products are 
characterised by the fact that they are extremely 
dependent on the computer systems that they were 
developed for (so as to extract maximum efficiency) and 
hence not very portable. Examples include 
(a) Burroughs LINC - Interfaces with Burroughs system 
software tools especially the Data Base 
Management System 
(b) CBLs USER 11 - Heavily influenced by aspects of 
the RSTS operating system especially the file 
management system 
(c) VISTA -A program generator developed 
specifically for PDP-11s. 
(d) WANGs HAPAS and WASP - These products are aimed 
specifically at the cost accounting area [9] 
Because these type of development systems have been 
covered in another part of the course it was not 
considered appropriate to discuss them again. This 
report will concentrate on those systems found in the 
following environment. 
(ii) The systems that have been developed for use 1n the 
microcomputer environment. In this area there is a 
limited range of these types of products available. The 
scope of software considered was that which had been 
developed for the ZBO and CP/M based microcomputer. 
Because this type of system is very much dominant in the 
area of microcomputers, the products found in this 
environment can be considered to be representative of 
what is around. 
The products that are available 1n the local market 
include : 
(a) The CONDOR Relational Data Base System 
(b) The DBASE II Assembly Language Relational Data 
Base System 
(c) The Configurable Business System's FORMULA 
(d) Micro Aps. SELECTOR IV 
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7. THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES REQUIRED FOR A DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
In order to assess the power and c~pabilities of these 
development systems there are a variety of facilities that need 
to provided. 
If a system is not characterised by the 
then this limits its usefulness as a tool for 
Following is a list of what is considered 
features needed for a development system. 
7. 1 Program versus Parameterized Generators 
features specified 
system development. 
to be the essential 
Development systems can be divided 
categories : 
into the following two 
(i) Program Generators 
With this type of development system the interaction between 
the user and the system causes source code to be generated which 
forms either a part or the whole of the application. 
(ii) Parameterized Generators 
With these types of products it is not code that is generated 
but a set of parameters that are often referred to as a 'Data 
Dictionary'. So when creating a data base (or a file), 
information defining the structure of the records in the file is 
kept in the dictionary. Typical specifications of record fields 
include such information as 
(a) Field names. lengths and types 
(b) Edit masks, default values and initial values 
(c) Prompts and report headings 
Thus when the various modules that make 
executed, they use the information in the 
the action that will be taken. This type of 
known as an interpretive system in that it 
is interpreted but the set of parameters 
dictionary. 
up the system are 
dictionary to govern 
generator 1s also 
is -not the code that 
that make up the 
The question of which approach is better is very much open to 
debate[8J. 
With program generators there is the question of how efficient 
is the code generated. Typically it is expected that 25 percent 
extra code is generated relative to hand coding [1J. The cost of 
recompilation whenever a change is made also needs to be 
considered. In the case of a system such as LINC changes in 
structure can result in the complete reorganization of the data 
base [8J. The time factor involved can make maintenance in a 
real time environment (e. g. a Banking System) impractical. Thus 
efficiency of recompilation is an important selection criteria 
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with this type of development system. 
In interpretive systems these two 
because : 
questions do not arise 
(a) No code is generated. If the modules are written in 
tightly optimized code then the efficiency (in terms of 
the resources required to run the application) 1s often 
better relative to a program generator. 
(b) Changes in the underlying structure of the application 
implies that it is the parameters in the dictionary that 
are changed not the modules themselves. No recompilation 
of programs is required (as there are no programs) and all 
systems provide modules (or utilities) for handling 
changes in structure. 
In terms of processing efficiency a system developed with ~Vth 
an Application Development System must be comparable in 
performance to the same system developed using conventional 
programming techniques. 
If this is not the case and an application system requires, 
say, ten times the resources relative to a program based system 
then due to the overhead in terms of resources the application 
system may not be practical to use. 
7. 2 System Development Time 
A measurement of the productivity of a system is the time it 
takes to develop applications relative to conventional 
programming techniques. Implicit in this is that the quicker an 
application can be developed, the cheaper its cost. 
7. 3 Ease of maintenance 
A major Justification of using an Application Development 
System is that changes can be easily cope~ with. This is 
especially true if programmers really do spend 80 percent of 
their programming time maintaining previously written 
software[7J. Also software maintenance is generally prompted by 
changes in requirements rather than problems associated with the 
application and so it is important that the lead time relative to 
a program based system be considerably reduced. 
7. 4 Prototypinq 
The ability to use an application generator as a tool for 
prototyping is also important. 
Often an end user does not know exactly what he wants from a 
computer system. Thus the development of a prototype in 
conjunction with the end user allows for cheap modification of 
the prototype as opposed to being committed to the development of 
a system that may not be what the end user wants. 
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Typically reports, forms ~or data entry purposes and various 
other screen dialogues are developed by an analyst and an end 
user. A step by step refinement o~ the original design is made 
until a final design is reached. 
The additional investment involved in the creation of the 
prototype is well Justified by being able to have a relatively 
static final design. 
7. 5 Exit Features 
Because of the non procedural language that these Application 
Development Systems are based on, not all applications can be 
generated in terms of the facilities provided by the system. 
Therefore in order to fill in the gaps it is essential to be able 
to incorporate modules written in procedural code. 
7. 6 Efficient underlying Data Management System 
The management of 
development system. 





a fundamental issue for any 
two approaches to the overall 
(i) File oriented 
(ii) Data Base oriented 
A d at a b a E> e s y E> t em w i 11 b e imp 1 i c i t 1 y m or e f 1 e xi lli'e t h an a 
file system in that it is better able to handle/the various 
access strategies that may be required to locate and retrieve 
data. 
However with a file based system the logical 
that exist between data is considerably more 
represent relative to a data base system. 
7. 7 Usability 
relationships 
difficult to 
To divert application development from programmers to end 
users implies that the system must provide a friendly user 
interface. Thus the system must be, to a large extent, self 
instructional. Ideally the methodology that a tool uses must be 
simple in order for end users to be able to develop applications 
with it. 
The system must also have sufficient complexity to meet the 
needs of experienced programmers. 
So to suit the requirements of both types of users a tiered 
approach should be used. That is there should be a subset of 
powerful non procedural commands that can be used by an end user 
while along side these there should be more procedural type 
commands that can be used by the experienced user. 
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7. 8 Flexibility 
Flexibility (in thi~ context) refers to the ability of these 
development systems to provide the facilities for the the breadth 
of applications that users may wish to develop. 
For example if a user wants to produce an accounting based 
application then the facilities provided should allow the 
development of data entry forms, menus, reports and the like. 
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8. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM REVIEW 
The following sections deal with the comparing of each system 
~gainst the facilities (as outlined in the previous section) that 
a system must possess in order to meet the requirements of a good 
development system. 
Information about the systems was gained through : 
( i ) Manuals and other forms of documentation that were 
available on the systems. 
( i i ) Development of the test application as detailed in 
Appendix [ 1 J. 
(iii) Discussions with people who have had experience with 
these types of products. 
Before considering the systems that have been categorized as 
Application Development Systems, there is also another range of 
tools that need to be mentioned. 
These products are used in conJunction with procedural 
pr~gramming techniques and can be (very> useful if considered in 
the context of being aids to developing a system. 
Following are two examples .of these types of product that are 
used in the microcomputer environment. 
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9. FORMS 2 
This system is not really a product designed for an end user 
but is a tool for an applications programmer. 
The package allows the user to develop a form Con~ terminal) 
corresponding to a particular layout wanted for data entry 
purposes. The tool is a program generator in that it uses the 
defined form to generate COBOL source code. The source code 
created will provide : 
(i) Record definitions in the WORKING STORAGE SECTION that 
correspond to: 
(a) The background text as defined in the form. 
(b) The fields that will be used for data entry as 
defined in the form. 
<ii) The ability to include code for the PROCEDURE DIVISION 
that will provide the basis of a program for handling 
data entry. modification and deletion. Given the 
previously defined form the user is expected to supply 
the code for handling the method of data entry and 
displaying the associated accompanying text. 
(iii) The ability to include code for the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION 
that contains declarations that may be required for a 
file associated with the data fields of the form. 
By incorporating the modules of code into a COBOL program 
then the problem of developing data entry routines is 
considerably simplified. In terms of productivity the time 
taken to develop the basis of a simple data entry form is in the 
order of 10-15 minutes. However the time taken to design the 
form as well as writing the equivalent code using conventional 
programming techniques. would be in the order of several hours. 
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10. DATASTAR 
This product, like FORMS2, allows the user to develop a form 
that will define how and where data will be entered/displayed on 
a terminal screen. 
There are two modules used to develop simple data entry 
routines when using this system 
( i ) FORMGEN Allows the user to define a form 
corresponding to the desired screen layout. As the 
system creates·an indexed f i 1 e, at least one of the data 
fields has to be selected for use as a key. 
( i i ) DATASTAR - Allows the user to enter. modify and review 
data for a particular file according to the form 
specified. 
This system (unlike FORMS2) is parameter driven In that the 
module DATASTAR uses the set of parameters created by FORMGEN to 
govern such actions as : 
(i) How and where the form is displayed 
(ii) Simple edit checks 
(iii) Duplicate key handling 
The data (and index) file that are created can be used by a 
number of procedural languages <such as COBOL and BASIC>. 
If this product was used as a basis for the file maintenance 
part of a system then the productivity of this system would be 
very good. The time taken to develop a (simple> data entry 
routine was in the order of 15 to 20 minutes. The corresponding 
time taken using conventional programming techniques would be at 
least a day. A COBOL program to provide the facilities that 
DATASTAR provides. (although being more flexible), would require 
in the area of a 1000 lines of code. 
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11. The CONDOR Relational Data Base System 
This system is designed for developing applications using any 
'ZBO based CP/M' type of microcomputer. 
The range of facilities provided by this system allow for 
(i) Data entry capabilities 
(ii) File processing capabilities 
(iii) .. Reporting features 
The basic approach to developing 
system involves creating command 
se~uence of the non procedural 
provides. 
applications in using 
files which consist 




Menus can be created which allow options to be selected that 
trigger off the execution of these command files. 
The power of the commands make this system (relatively) easy 
to understand for end users. However at this level of 
abstraction, experienced u~ers will find that the facilities 
provided severely limit the range of applications that can be 
produced. 
In accordance with the requirements of a development system, 
as discussed in Section 7 the following observations can be made 
about the system. 
11. 1 Parameterized versus Program Generator 
CONDOR is in fact a parameter ~riven system in that a 
dictionary is associated with each file <known as a data base in 
CONDOR> created by the user. The dictionary contains the 
attributes of the file and it is these attributes which are 
accessed by each particular module at execution time. 
There is also a form definition file associated with the 
dictionary and the data file. The information kept in this file 
is the definition of a form that is used to provide the 
interface between the user and the data fjle. 
11.2 System Development Time 
Getting an application up and running can be achieved very 
quickly. The predominant factors that allow this are : 
(i) The ability to let the user develop forms corresponding 
to how and where data will be entered for a particular 
fi 1 e. 
(ii) The very 
perform 
command. 
high level facilities 






The test application that was selected took approximately 4 
days to develop. This compares favourably with a time factor in( 
the order of weeks as would have been required if conventional 
programming techniques were used. So in the area of programmer 
productivity CONDOR is, for some applications, considerably more 
powerful than conventional programming techniques 
11.3 Ease of Maintenance 
The ability to make changes to an application is helped 
considerably by ~he self documenting nature of the commands that 
make up the system. 
Any restructuring actions that may be required can also be 
handled in terms of the facilities provided. 
ii. 4 Prototyping 
Because this system is 




for developing small 
an application is not 
However if using CONDOR as a prototyping tool then this 
system is only useful in certain areas. In modelling a large 
scale application then CONDO.R is good for 
(i) Developing various menu oriented dialogues that may be 
required 
(ii> Defining screen layouts for data entry purposes 
With reports, the area where most changes and ad hoc requests 
occur, the facilities provided only allow a limited form of 
report generation. The type of report that can be produced is 
not elegant and would not satisfy the needs of many users. 
11.5 Exit features 
One of the failings of this system is its inability to 
elegantly interface external programs to the sy~tem. 
Because of its file structure. any program wanting to read 
(or write) from (to) a file has to firstly create a temporary 
ASCII version of the file to work with. 
11.6 Efficient underlying Data Base System 
The maJor disadvantage with CONDOR comes under this category. 
All table driven systems are inherently slow even with some form 
of indexing. However CONDOR provides no indexing and the only 
method of data access is serial. 
In terms of response, this approach to data retrieval is 
extremely poor and it is this aspect which makes CONDOR 
unacceptable as a good Application Development System. 
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The method of data access is not specified in the manual but 
is implied because it recommends that transaction processing 
should be done in batches and that sorts on relevant fields be 
done whenever a data base operation such as JOIN or PROJECT is 
done. 
Any application that is based on on-line transaction 
processing is not feasible due to the unacceptable response 
times the system provides. The initial version of the test 
application was based on the above approach. Even with a file 
of 50 records the response times were in the order of 7 seconds. 
11. 7 Usab i 1 i ty 
The system has been developed 
computing experienced rather than 
programmers. 
for users with limited 
as a tool for experienced 
This is reflected in the basic set of commands that 
be mastered in order to create a data base and 





However for anything 
simply not feasible 
system. 
a simple application in terms of the 
11.8 Flexibility 
by the system is very straightforward. 
approaching a complex application~ it is 
to develop it within the confines of this 
In terms of flexibility CONDOR is not to good. While it is 
alright to develop simple applications' with it1 for a more 
complex application concessions often have to be made. 
With this system the designers have sacrificed flexibility 
for usability. While the high level commands are very powerful 
they take too much control out of the users hands. 
The method of data management also inhibits the flexibility 
of the system. Any application that requires some form of 
random access will be subJect to slow response times. 
For the test application that was selected it was not 
possible to map the original design of the application to this 
system in terms of the facilities provided by the system. 
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12. The DBASE II Assembly Language Relat~nal Data Base System 
This system is basically a relational data base management 
system that provides a user with the facilities to : 
(i) Develop a data base system 
(ii) Perform processing operations on the data base system 
(iii) Generate reports from the information in the data base 
(iv) Define command modules which use both procedural and 
non procedural commands. These allow the development 
of complex applications that are comparable to 
conventional programming techniques. 
This system has, like CONDOR. been developed for use on any 
ZBO based microprocessor system that has an operating system 
such as CP/M. 
In terms of the essential characteristics that an Application 
Development System must provide, it can be seen that DBASE II 
has the following features : 
12. 1 Parameterized versus Program generator 
Like CONDOR this system is parameter driven. Details such as 
the names, lengths and types of various fields are kept as 
header records in the data file (known as a data base in DBASE 
II). All interaction betwe~n the user and the files he has 
created is in a fixed format. 
12. 2 System Development Time 
The time taken to develop the test application 
order ·of 9 days. However this was entirely 
development of the application by using the 
capabilities that the system provides as opposed 
the less flexible non procedural commands that 
available. 
was in the 
due to the 
procedural 
to the using 
are also 
The productivity that can be gained from using this tool is 
very high. In any non trivial application the user can develop 
command files in terms of both procedural and non procedural 
commands. When a command file developed in this way is compared 
with a procedural program performing the same task then in terms 
of development time DBASE II is considerably more productive. 
12. 3 Ease of Maintenance 
Under this heading, the reorganizing and restructuring 
facilities provided enable the user to perform aspects of data 
base modification without very much trouble. 
If an application was developed in terms of the procedural 
commands that the system provides then maintenance of the 
application is certainly more difficult than if non procedural 
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commands had been used. 
subJect t~ virtually the 
programming system. 
In fact maintenance in this case is 
same constraints as a typical 
12. 4 Prototyping 
In the microcomputer environment the prototyping of an 
application is not as important as in a mainframe environment. 
This is because the complexity of application for microcomputers 
is very minor relative to a large scale application. Thus the 
ability to envisage a final design will be considerably easier 
for an application on a microcomputer than an application on a 
mainframe. 
The facilities provided by DBASE II do not allow some of the 
more useful aspects of a prototype to be developed when building 
a model of an application. 
An analyst in conJunction with an end user can quickly do 
things such as create data bases and generate reports. However 
there is no quick way of developing such things as screen menus, 
complex data entry forms and the like. The only way of handling 
those type of requirements is by using the non procedural 
commands that are provided and this would be beyond the ability 
of an end user. 
12. 5 Exit features 
DBASE II does not provide any escape features. However 
because the system provides a variety of procedural .commands as 
well as the non procedural commands almost any application can 
be expressed in terms of the facilities provided by the system. 
12.6 Efficient underlying Data Management System 
DBASE II is based around a relational data base management 
system. The standard organization of the data files is serial 
as in CONDOR (see 11. 6) and this approach will be inherently 
slow. 
However there exists an alternative method of accessing data 
and that is by the creation of an index file associated with a 
particular data file. The index file is represented in terms of 
a B*-tree and thus with a file that is n records in size~ access 
to a random record will be in the order of log2n accesses. Thus 
the use of an index file in conJunction with the data file will 
greatly improve the data management scheme in terms of both 
efficiency and speed of access. 
DBASE II in fact provides for both multiple index 
multiple index files. However only one index 





From an end users point of view this system would be easier 
to use than CONDOR in that equivalent non procedural commands 
are more powerful than those supplied by CONDOR. For example if 
a user wants to update a record using CONDOR he has to formulate 
a condition in order to locate the desired record. In DBASE II 
the user is prompted with the fixed screen layout of the record 
and allowed to 'fill in the blanks' for as many fields as he 
wants so to narrow the search for the record. 
However the procedural commands available 
development of command files) virtually 
programming techniques that could only be 
programmer or someone who had more than 
training with the system. 
12.8 Flexibility 
<which allow the 
require normal 
mastered by a 
a short period of 
When developing the test application no concessions had to be 
made in order to map the original design to this system. The 
only reason for this was the use of the facilities provided by 
the procedural language. If a user was restricted to the non 
procedural comman~s then it would not be possible to develop 
anything other than the simplest of applications. 
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13. The FORMULA 
This system has been designed to allow end users to 




In order to allow users (who have had no prior experience in 
programming) to develop applications a menu approach is used. 
With this system a user is provided with a special menu (called 
the 'Designer Menu') which contains all the necessary options 
required to build an application. 
The system is file oriented 
functions that can be performed 
and provides 
on files 
for three basic 
(i) Data entry- To provide users 
perform addition~ modification 
f i 1 e. 
with the ability to 
and deletion on a data 
(ii) File processing -Batch oriented updating of data files 
is provided by this system. A file can be updated from 
another file based on some relationship between the two 
files. 
(iii) Report Generator -Basic types of reports (along the 
line of the other two systems) can be produced as well 
as word processing types of activities (e. g. letters 
where names and· addresses are obtained from file look 
ups). 
Under the categories described in section 7 it is possible to 
make the following observations : 
13. 1 Parameterized versus Program Generator 
Like the previous two systems. this is a parameter driven 
system. The file creation module is used to create a set of 
parameters based on a users response to questions concerning 
field definitions. These parameters are kept in a series of 
header records at the beginning of the data file. 
13. 2 System Development Time 
The menu approach to system development allows 




For example the time to develop the basis of the test 
application was less than a day. 
Each menu option that exists in the Designer Menu has 
assocaited with it a set of high powered non procedural 
facilities. It is these facilities provided by the system which 
result in the high productivity gains that can be achieved. 
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13. 3 Ease of Maintenance 
Because the FORMULA is completely menu driven then to 
accommodate for a change in requirements revolves around the 
type of modification required : 
Ci) Changes in logic simpl~ involve changing a menu option 
and the commands associated with that option. 
(ii) Changes in file structure involves defining a new file 
(with the file creation option in the Designer Menu) and 
copying the desired fields of the old file to the new 
fi 1 e. 
The menu approach is self documenting and therefore it is 
straightforward for another person to 1 pick up the pieces 1 from 
where an application was left at by another user. 
13. 4 PrototyP..i.:!J..g_ 
As a prototyping tool~ the FORMULA 
taken to develop screen dialogues. 
very short. 
is quite useful. Time 
data files and reports is 
Because maintenance on the system can be performed very 
quickly, the step by step refinement process required to arrive 
at a final design can also be easily achieved. 
13. 5 Exit Features 
The designers of this product have recognized the fact that 
not all applications can be developed using the facilities 
provided by the system. 
To overcome this a user 1s able to chain to a menu option 
(which can consist of up to 10 sequentiall~ executed commands) 
modules written in a suitable procedural languaie. 
The inclusion of modules of custom code into an application 
can be used to overcome such problems as : 
(i) Developing screen forms that only deal with part of a 
data file 
(ii) Incorporating security checks 
(iii) Developing different types of screen dialogues from 
what the system provides 
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13.6 Efficient underlying Data Management System 
The FORMULA is based around the concept of 
system. With this system there are two 
organizing data: 
a file oriented 
types of files for 
(i) 
( i i ) 
Master Files - Are indexed and based on 
namely the first field specified in the 
Transaction Files - Are purely serial 
and the purpose of these files is when 
not required or to update master files. 
one primary key, 
record. 
in organization 
random access is 
Given that this system is developed for business oriented 
applications the idea in (ii) works quite well because the 
concept of a master file having an associated transaction file 
occurs quite frequently in this type of environment (e. g. a 
General ledger and transaction file) 
The ability to have a file based on only one key is a 
limiting factor. The only alternative method of changing the 
logical view of the file is by the creation of a pointer file 
according to a set of specified conditions. 
However this file is not maintained so whenever records are 
added or deleted from the file, the pointer file will not 
reflect the change. A typical case of where an alternate view 
of data is required is 'in the production of reports. For 
example a student file may be keyed on student number but a 
report is required for students in alphabetical order. The 
creation of a pointer file, while slow for larger files, will 
allow this type of report to be generated. 
13.7 Usability 
As noted this system is menu driven which is probably the 
best way to provide the man-machine interface for inexperienced 
computer users. By making the system virtually self documenting 
it is possible for end users to get a simple system going 
without much effort. Allied to this is the reference manual 
which, as well as introducing a user to basic concepts such as 
files and the like, provides a series of examples which can be 
worked through in a step by step fashion. 
13.8 Flexibility 
As with the CONDOR system the designers of the FORMULA 
sacrificed flexibility for usability. The ability to develop 
applications in terms of menus is good for end users but not for 
experienced programmers. 
The scope of applications that can be developed with this 
system is limited to accounting related systems. 
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The file oriented approach to data management means that for 
any application where the logical relationship between data is 
complex. the file representation will not be as efficient (in 
terms of data.manipulation) as a data base system. 
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14. SUI"IMARY 
The applicatio~ software considered contained many 
shortcomings. Non~ of the products fulfilled the specified 
requirements for a good development system. 
For instance in the area of data management, which in the 
case of microcomputers is the most important factor 1n 
processing ef~iciency. only DBASE II provided a scheme that was 
able to adequately handle the variety of data manipulation 
operations that could be expected to occur in an application. 
Because no system was fully able to meet the specifications 
of section 7, then none of the products are appropriate for 
developing all the differing types of applications that can 
occur in the microcomputer environment. 
Thus when an application is to be developed it is important 
that the tool that is ~elected is appropriate for the task. 
For example if an application was required where ad hoc 
reports were often needed then a system with a good report 
generator such as 'the FORMULA' should be selected as opposed to 
a system such as CONDOR. 
Most of these products do not provide any procedural 
capabilities. This has made these types of systems inflexible 
from a programmers point of view. Thus these types of product 
that are available in the microcomputer environment help to 
reduce the application backlog by increasing the software 
productivity via the end users. By allowing the user to take 
responsibility for application development, this will allow 
programmers to invest more of their time in reducing the 
application backlog. 
This situation is reflected in places 1 ike MicroAge 
InternationaL a company that specialises 1n sof~ware 
development. To date their only involvement with these types of 
products is as vendors, not as users themselves. 
However in the mainframe environment, where application 
development systems are better geared towards programmer 
productivity, there are companies who spend a lot of time 
developing applications with application development systems 
<e. g. CBL who use USER 11>. 
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15. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
j 
At the current state of development, packaged applications 
and A~Xlication Development Systems are to a large extent 
complimentary. 
Application Fackages are moving in the direction of 
application generators by being more flexibly parameterized and 
including such things as special purpose report generators. 
The ke~ concept here is i~ the parameterization 
[iJ. By designing packages with more parameters 
selected and varied the package can fit into an 
with as little modification as possible. 
of packages 
which can be 
organization 
On the other hand application generators will (continue to) 
move in the direction of packages until they are able to match 
the custom built facilities provided by application packages. 
Another theory that has been put forward[!] is that in the 
future packages will be generated by development systems so that 
an end user can modify them. The ability to modify a package to 
suit a users requirements would be very handy. 
Considerable work has been put into the efficiency problems 
associated with these types of products. An example of this is 
the work done by the The Systems Group. an American corporation 
who have developed a new type of development system called 
Business Express[12J. There method has been to improve on the 
inflexible approach of having both the operating system and the 
development system as two separate entities. To achieve a high 
performance factor on a microcomputer they have incorporated the 
two items into one entity. As well as this they have taken into 
consideration such things as disk buffering and the use of 
resident re-entrant code in order to optimize other performance 
areas. 
With this radical approach they have cla{med to be able to 
support 10 terminal users without any degredation. 
The important thing here is that sophisticated software is 
being developed for microcomputers and in the future a more 
powerful range of products will become available for these types 
of systems. 
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a 16. CONCLUSIONS 
Application Development Systems are the most important 
in improving software productivity in large scale systems. 
is substantiated by the huge gains in productivity obtained 




In the microcomputer environment these types of products are 
nowhere near as common or sophisticated as those ~ound on 
main frames. 
However the systems in this environment do increase software 
productivity and hence reduce the application backlog. The 
approach most of these systems use is to design these products 
for end users, not for programmers per se. This is reflected in 
the high powered non procedural facilities offerred and the lack 
of procedural facilities. 
So these tools do not as yet reduce the application backlog 
via improving programmer productivity. 
Things are only now beginning to change in this area. With 
the advent of products such as Business Express and The Last 
One, the sophistication these products offer will be 
considerably higher than what is now available. With these 
types of tools it can be expected that improvements in 
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Appendix 1 
The following listings show the results that can be achieved by 
using the program generator FORMS 2 : 
* Background text of the created form 
* Data entry points on the created form 
* Code generated for Working Storage Section based on the 
created form 
* Code for the Procedure U1vision that provides a 
partially completed file maintenance routine 
J.'3TCHUP:CH TEf.iCHERS COLLEGE -- TR/iNSf.iCTI ON FILE Ni-HNTENANCE 
~===z~=====~======~===================:================~=====~============ 











,\~~~~\' :\1:~)1 r~··{,\'~\f r\: :\':\1)~/ ~~~~ •• \' ;.'-;J ,\';:\;' }-..;1,~\1 t\1 t:\;'1~ .. )11\ 1J\1 
,!~' 
9999999 99 
01 TFL .sc·F:-!:10 
t11 
03 TFL.SCR-ftt:l-6001 PIC ,:-:,'(0002.! UPLUE 11 0? 11 • 
03 FILLER PIC X(0086). 
03 TFLSCF:-00- PIC ,\'( 01.:161) VHLUE ucHR JSTCHURCH TEPCHERS 
ucoLLEGE -- TRRNSHCTION FILE NHINTEN{JNCE 11 • 
03 FILL PIC X(8012.!. 
03 TFL SCR-tl0-t1003 PIC ;.-:,'( IJO 76 .I UAL UE 11 ========:::=:::=========== 
"============:::===:::=========:::==================::::::======={/ 
83 FILLER 
T FL SCR-tltl-tlt104 
03 F' ILLER 
03 TFLSCR-06-0005 
03 FILLER 







~13 F ILLEP 
TFLSC:F:-00-0!:11 0 
03 FILLE,t;.' 










03 F I LLEF.: 
83 TFLSCR-66-6016 
F~ I L~ l\' ( 51 ) . 
PIC ,\'( EI026) UHL UE 11 TRRNSf1C T I ON RECOF.'D DE T 
ft :\1(f11J9.J. 
X( ft60.:.1.! UALUE 
PIC ,:,x tWOS). 
PIC X(0001.J VHLUE 
p IL"": ,\'( ?i I .. • 
il : u 
PIC ,:,;'( 6004.! UHLUE 11 CODC'. 
PIC ,\'( tl808 .>. 
PIC X(8001.J UHLUE 11 :" 
PIC \'(€1067.!. 
PIC: X(£1066.! UHLUE "NU/'fBER!{. 
PIC: ;.-:,'(t10B6). 
PIC X(0001) VALUE 
Pit-: X( Otlt:77). 
C ,\'(tWO 7.! VHL UE 
PIC X( t1005). 
PIC'X(0001) UHL 
PIC ,:\·X 0!:.167.!. 
H.U 
PIC XU1JJ1!:1.1 Ui1LUE '' 
PIC X( OOB2 ./. 
PIC XO.:li:.lO 1 .i VRL UE 
PIC ,\'( 0067./. 
li . il 
s!{. 
CD./C:Ju. 
PIC ;.-.:,'( B006.! URL 
PIC X< 0086.!. 
11 ANOUNT". 
PIC: ,\'( !:100 1 ) VHL UE {!. {( 
83 FILLER PIC X(8223./. 
03 SCF..'-00-0t:117 PIC: ,:-:;(tlfi33./ VtJLUE 11 IS DHTH ENTERED 
u TL lr' ? ['r~ ... ··NJ u. 
TFL SCR-!:11 REDEFINES TFLSCR-00 
83 FILLER PIC ,\'( 00tl1 ) 
TFL SCF..'-t11-Gt10 1 PIC 9( 1::1001 ). 
tT.j FILLEF..' PIC 1)..;'( ) 
03 61-!:1002 PIC 9( 0006). 
03 L PIC l\1( 01.:174). 
t.i.J TFLSCl(-tl1-tW03 PIC Ot1B4). 
03 FILLER PIC X( 00?6.!. 
TFL SCR-tli-0004 PIC 9(0005.1. 
FILLEF..' PIC ,\'( !:.16 ) 
63 PIC ,\'( tlB24 .i 
03 PIC X(0056.J. 
!:13 TFLSCR-0.1-t1086 PIC ,\'( 8001 ' .f 
03 FILLER PIC ~~)1( t1tl ?9). 
tl3 TFLSCF:-tl1-t1l:16? PIC~ 9999999. 99 
03 FILLER PIc: :\:( 7 ', I .•. 
t!3 TFU::'":C:F..'-81-001.:18 PIC .. ~\;1 ( t1t.l t11 I . .1. 





PI L~ ,\'( J .i IJHL LIE ".f.../[! u. 
PIC X<"J.J IJPLUE uN0 11 • 
PIC ,\'(J.J. 
02 DATA-CHANGED PIC X( J.!. 




PERFORN SET-UP-F ILE-NPtNE. 
OPEN I-0 INDEXED-FILE. 
NOVE SPACE TO INDEXED-RECOF:D. 
NOVE SPACE TO SAUED-RECGF:D. 
PERFORM DISPLAY-FOF:H. 
GO TO NO-CURRENT-RECORD. 
ACCEPT-FROM-SCREEN. 
NOVE START-OF-DP!TA TO CURSOR-POSITION. 
PERFORN ACCEPT-RECORD THRU SET-UP-RECORD. 
IF F:ECORD-KE'r' NOT = SPtUED-KE'r' 
NOUE 11 'rES 11 TO f::E'r'-CHPNGED 
ELSE NOUE 11 NO II TO f.:'E)l-CHPNGED. 
IF RECORD-DPTA NOT = SAUED-DPTP! 
NOUE u 'r'ES u TO DP TA-CHPrNGED 
ELSE NOUE 11 N0 11 TO DATP-CHANGED. 
NOUE I NDE.~.,;ED-RECOF:D TO SAVED-RECOF:D. 
IF KEY-CHP!NGED = 11 YESu GO TO SEE-IF-RECORD-EXISTS. 
IF DH Tl1-CHANGED = II 'r'ES II GO TO UPD/iTE -RECORD. 
IF END-OF-FILE= 1''r'ES 11 GO TO CLOSE-DONN. 
IF CURRENT-RECORD = 11 N0 11 GO TO SEE-IF-AN'r'-NOF.'E-RECORD.S. 
IF CUF:RENT -RECORD = u DUP u GO TO REPLACE -RECORD. 
IF CLmSOR-POSITION NOT = START-OF-KEY 
GO TO SEE-IF-ANY-NORE-RECORDS. 
:t.DELETE -F.'ECOF..D. 
DELETE INDG-,'ED-FILE. 
NOVE uRECORD DELETED 11 TO CONNENT. 
NOVE SAVED-KE'r' TO F:ECORD-kE~ ... 
GO TO NO-CURF:ENT-RECORD. 
SEE-IF-ANY-NORE-RECORDS. 
START INDEXED-FILE KEY ) RECORD-KEY 
INVf1LJD GO TO END-OF-FILE-REPCHED. 
REHD INDE)-.;'£0-F I LE NE,\'T. 
Gt1 TC' c·LEHR-L~Ct!'11'1E!YT. 
END-OF-FILE-PEHCHED. 
NOVE uEND OF FILE F:EACHED - PETUF.'N .lULL TERNINATE 11 
NOVE 1''r'ES" TO END-OF-FILE. 
NOVE SPACE TO RECORD-KEY. 
GO TO NO-CUPF:ENT-RECORD. 
REPLP!CE-F:ECOF:D. 
IF CURSOR-POSITION = END-OF-DPTA GO TO AMEND-RECORD. 
IF CURSOR-POSITION = STPPT-OF-KE'r' GO TO HNEND-PECOPD. 
NOUE 11 'r'ES 11 TO CUF..'PENT-RECORD. 
GO TO SEE-IF-PECOPD-EXISTS. 
UPDHTE-RECOf.i'D. 
IF CURF.'EHT-RECOF..'D l-!OT = 11 i"ES 11 GO TO SEE-IF-.RECOF::fi-E,\'ISTS. 
ANEND-F:ECOF:D. 
F..'ENR ITE I NDE,\'ED-RECOPD. 
IF=· c·LtF.~REI-..fT -l?EL-:tl:~:o = "DLt~D u 
NOUE uPECORD PEPLPC£0 11 TO CONNENT 
ELSE NOVE 11 F:ECOF..'D ANENDED II TO CONNENT. 
.'/: 
GO TO T-CURRENT-RECORD. 
IF-RECORD-EXISTS. 
READ INDE:".'ED-F ILE INUAL ID GO TO IF 
DR TR-CHRNGED = 11 NO II TO CLERR-CONHENT. 
RECORD-ALREADY-EXISTS. 
NOVE uRECORD RLRERDl·' E:,;'JSTS MITH THIS J::'E'r' 11 TO CONNENT. 
NOVE SRUED-RECORD TO INDEXED-RECORD. 
NOVE 11DUP {( TO CURRENT-RECORD. 
GO TO NOT-END-OF-FILE. 
CLERR-COt1t1ENT. 
IF CURRENT-RECORD = "DUP 11 GO TO RECORD-RLREf1D'r'-£,:,::JSTS. 
IF l~LIRt~Cfl?-PCIS!TILlfY = END-LIF-DRTH 
GO TO RECORD-.ALREfiD'r'-EXISTS. 
IF CURSOR-POSITION = STfiRT-OF-KEY 
GO TO RECORD-f1LREf1D)l-EXISTS. 
NOUE SPACE TO CONNENT. 
GO TO SET-CURRENT-RECORD. 
SEE-IF-NEW-RECORD. 
NOVE SAVED-RECORD TO INDE::·iED-REC.CIRD. 
IF Df1Tf1-CHf.1NGED = 11 'r'ESu GO TIJ NRITE-NEN-F..'ECORD. 
IF CURRENT-RECORD = uDUP u GO TO NR I TE-NE!·I-.REC:O,!;_'D. 
IF CURSOR-POSITION = END-OF-DRTR GO TO NRITE-NEN-RECORD. 
IF CURSOR-POSITION STRRT-OF-KE'r' GO TO NRI -NDJ-RECORD. 
!10VE 11 RECORD NOT FOUND 11 TO CONNENT. 
NOUE {IN0 11 TO END-OF-FILE. 
NO-CUF..'RENT -RECORD. 
NOVE SPfiC.E TO F.'ECORD-Df1Tf.1. 
PERFORN SET-UP-SCREEN. 
PEF:FORN SET -UP-F:ECOl.W .' 
tWVE uNO,, TO CUF:RENT -RECORD. 
GO TO SAVE-RECORD-RREf-1. 
f.!RITE-NEN-,r::::ECORD. 
MR I TE I NDE:'-;ED-RECORD. 
NOUE 11NE!·! RECORD .i·IRITTEN 11 TO CONNENT. 
SET-CURRENT-RECORD. 
t-10VE H'r'ESu TO CURRENT-RECORD. 
NOT-END-OF'-FILE. 
NOVE HNLP TO END-OF-FILE. 
SAVE-RECORD-AREA. 
NOiJE INDD\'ED-RECOF:.'D TO Sf.1UEO-RECORD. 
PERFORf1 SET -UP-SCREEN THF:U 0 I SPLR'r'-RECOF:D. 
DISPLR'r' COI'1!·1ENT AT CONNENT-POSITION. 




DISPLAY 11 RUN TERNINPTED 11 PtT 11::.iJll . 
SET-UP-F ILE-NAi1E. 
In order to gain an appreciation of the performance 
capabilities of these development systems¥ an 
application was selected for the purpose of a case 
studyu 
The application chosen 
System' and is basically 
!:> tJ~d. em .. 
was a ·· VPrintery Control 
a subset of an accounting 
The original system consisted of a suite of 15 menu 
driven COBOL progrpms. Time of development was in the 
order of 4 - 5 weeks given that the specification of the 
system was already known. 
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Appendix 3 
The CONDPR Development Syst~m 
.. 
Following are some examples of what can be produced using the 
facilities provided by the system. 
* 
The form developed for the General Ledger File 
* 
The attributes of the file as specified by the 
dictionary associated with the file 
* 
A listing of the General Ledger 
* 
One of the menus for the system 
* 
A command file consisting of a sequence of non 
procedural commands that the system provides 
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( v 1 ~n 
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1 • f4 c .::: o u n t C .:• d <2 : 
2, {-1 c count t~a rfl(~ : Af·~, ::=.:t., 0, :~:6, "new a c c 01.1 n t " 
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Appendix 4 
The DBASE II Application Development System 
The following is a sample of the system that was developed 
using DBASE II. Included is 
* The structure of the General Ledger File as kept in the 
dictionary 
* A listing of the General Ledger using the report 
generator. Time taken to develop this report was in 
the order of 10 minutes. The time required if using a 
procedural language such as COBOL would be in the order 
of half a day. Thus report generators are a highly 
productive part of an Application Development System 
* A listing of the Transaction File 
* A typical command file consisting of both procedural 
and non procedur~l commands 
* The parameters that are used to drive the report 
generator. 
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Appendix 5 
The FORMULA Application Development System 
The following set of listings are a segment of the Printery 
System using this tool. 
* The fixed layout of the form used for entering records 
into the General Ledger 
* The definition of the menu option that allows records 
to be entered or updated for the General Ledger 
* The menu option used to print out the chart of accounts 
listing 
* A chart of accounts listing that was developed by the 
report generator developed using this system 
* The format of the form used to enter transactions 
the Transaction file 
into 
* A listing of the transactions in the Transaction file 
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